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Nowadays, the application of a UAV swarm is becoming more and more widespread in the military field, and more and more
attention is paid to the security of mission resource allocation. However, the relay node forwarding in the wireless transmission
process brings greater risks to data leakage, and the computing power and energy of the UAV consumption is limited, so a lighter
solution is required. This paper proposes a mechanism for the safe allocation of UAV swarm mission resources based on random
labels. Each task has a random label to solve the problem of database security and wireless transmission security in the process of
UAV task assignment. Furthermore, a lightweight stream cipher encryption scheme is illustrated to ensure the security of the UAV
database. The irreversible hash function SHA-256 and the lightweight foam structure hash function SPONGENT-128 are used to
generate random labels and then allocate task resources. In the case of energy consumption, it reduces the possibility of the enemy
successfully obtaining private data. The simulation results show that the scheme has good performance in terms of security and
has better performance than existing methods in terms of throughput and delay, without increasing too much energy consumption.

1. Introduction

UAV networks are currently attracting more and more atten-
tion. The coordination and collaboration between multiple
UAVs and ground base stations have established UAV swarm
systems, which are easy to deploy, low in purchase and main-
tenance costs, and large in coverage and battery capacity.
Small, therefore limited flight time but high maneuverability,
so it is a practical choice for civilian and military applications,
especially in the military field [1], can be used for environmen-
tal and natural disaster monitoring, border patrols, emergency
assistance, search and rescue missions, and cargo delivery. At
the same time, the UAV swarm can also be deployed as an
aerial base station. A leading UAV serves as a mobile control
station for command and information gathering tasks. The
surrounding member UAVs execute commands. Such a team
has the ability to execute ordinary equipment, but cannot
complete the task [2]. As the number of UAVs increases,

UAV networks can provide collaboration strategies, but there
are still challenges in airborne networks in terms of informa-
tion sharing and information security in airborne networks.
Fast-moving nodes will produce constantly changing topolo-
gies in the network, leading to frequent disconnections and
interruptions in the network; in an airborne network, each
node is regarded as an autonomous embedded system with
local- and network-level resource constraints. The system, as
the autonomous system develops through interaction with
the environment, also becomes vulnerable to malicious control
by competitors [3]. The application of the UAV swarm in the
military field is more and more popular as the demands grow
more and more. In particular in terms of missions on collect-
ing sensitive information or confidential tasks, the security
and integrity of mission resource assignment on UAV during
a flight are still a problem needed to be resolved [4, 5]. Not only
does the content of the mission resources need to be protected
but also the transmission data.
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Therefore, a security strategy is bound to be needed, which
can protect the integrity of its embedded system and allow it to
be verified to make the system trustworthy. Although there are
many researches on the safe communication and information
sharing of UAVs, most of them do not take into account the
effective limited computing power of UAVs, or the high latency
cannot obtain better efficiency in the field of military applica-
tions. The flying mobile ad hoc network is a complex system.
There is much room for improvement from the physical and
network layers. Therefore, it is necessary to design and imple-
ment a large-scale UAV swarm security certification model to
effectively protect the database security and wireless transmis-
sion security during the mission of the UAV. In this paper, we
attach labels to every certain mission resource, and we propose
the stream cipher-based database security approach to protect
the content of the mission in the beginning and the two-hash-
function-based security model for the process of transmission
to prevent the system from intercepting or eavesdropping.
The UAV swarm can be divided into several task units during
the execution of tasks; each unit contains the following:

(i) A leader UAV plays the role of commanding, collect-
ing, and distributing messages. It is equivalent to a
mobile ground station, with stronger computing capa-
bilities, and also acts as the core of the entire team

(ii) Several surrounding member UAVs as the relay
nodes are responsible for receiving the leader’s mes-
sages and forwarding data packets, keep in touch
with the leader, and are verified by the leader every
certain period

(iii) The peripheral UAV followers around the relay
nodes are responsible for receiving messages from
the relay nodes and are verified by the relay nodes
in a higher frequency

In the process of performing the mission, the swarm will
inevitably encounter problems such as accidental damage or
being attacked by malicious UAVs during the flight and eaves-
dropping. Therefore, the safety of the leader of the UAV is
imperative. If the leader is compromised, then the entire system
will fall short. Therefore, in order to protect the security of the
leader, we adopt the RC4 lightweight encryption scheme to
make sure that the leader’s database is no longer exposed to
the enemy’s line of sight, and the followers around the leader
cannot be trusted fully; in order to make their status always
clearly informed by the system, we use two hash functions to
protect the transmission data privacy, and label verification is
done every certain period to ensure the reliability of the
follower’s identity. This paper takes the safety and energy
consumption limits of UAV swarms into account and uses
SHA-256 and lightweight hash function—SPONGENT-
128—to protect the security of the system to the greatest extent,
while reducing the probability of malicious attacks and infor-
mation acquisition.

We have done a lot of research and found that most of the
existing UAV security solutions cannot take the balance
between task efficiency and energy consumption into consid-
eration. Some related experts and scholars have proposed

some encryption protocols, such as LCAP protocol [6] and
hash lock [7]. However, these protocols have hidden security
risks of being attacked in the network. For these problems,
the idea of a random label was utilized to build a security
authentication model for a large-scale UAV swarm in our
previous work [8], where a security authentication mechanism
based on a random label was proposed, and the processing
logic of data packets in the security authentication process of
the UAV swarm was explained. Different from [8], we propose
and implement a UAV swarm security authentication mecha-
nism based on the random label and lightweight hash in this
paper, so that the information sent by the leader can be
encrypted by the RC4 encryption scheme before being distrib-
uted, which protects the database of the system. After themem-
ber UAVs receive the information, they will decrypt it firstly
and then generate random labels corresponding to SHA-256
(hash-1) or SPONGENT-128 (hash-2) to verify their identity.
Since the whole system contains mostly UAVs with calculation
limitation, we try to adapt lightweight hashing schemes. And
the verification between the systems is completed by irrevers-
ible hashing correspondingly to generate random labels that
are difficult to decipher. Moreover, in order to prevent the
enemy from using the same encryption scheme to detect the
decryption method, the leader changes the custom key every
other period of time. In this way, even if the enemy intercepts
this information, there is no way to know the decryption
scheme, which greatly reduces the probability of the UAV
swarm being infiltrated without increasing the consumption
of a lot of energy. Experimental results show that the model
enables the entire UAV system to achieve better performance
in terms of ensuring robustness and task completion efficiency.

The main contents of our work are as follows:

(i) This paper introduces the random labels, and uses a
certain label to generate and verify uncertain label to
ensure the security of UAV swarm system

(ii) A security model of large-scale UAV swarms based
on random labels is proposed. A lightweight encryp-
tion scheme is used to protect the security of the
database. For UAVs with complex computing capa-
bilities, an improved hash function is used for label
generation and verification. For UAVs with weak
computing power, a lightweight hash function gen-
eration and verification is proposed to protect the
safety of data transmission

(iii) The safety analysis of the proposed scheme is carried
out, and the analysis results show that the model
proposed in this paper has good safety performance

(iv) A simulation experiment was carried out on the pro-
posed safety model, and its performance was com-
pared with the existing mechanism extensively. The
simulation results show that the proposed scheme
can achieve better performance in terms of task effi-
ciency and privacy protection

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related
works are illustrated in Section 2. The preliminaries and
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system model are presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes
the design details of our proposed secure mechanism for mis-
sion resource allocation and the safety analysis of the system.
Simulation results and analysis are illustrated in Section 5.
Finally, important conclusion is drawn in Section 6.

2. Related Works

The main security threats faced by UAVs include [9] wireless
signal hijacking and jamming, sensor network attacks, and
GPS spoofing [5].

Since the communication of the UAV is open, it is easy
for the enemy to attack and interfere with the wireless sig-
nal, and this can directly affect the normal operation of the
UAV. For this kind of attack, [5] proposed the eCLSC-
TKEM communication protocol based on the key encapsu-
lation mechanism; [10] constructed a UAV monitoring sys-
tem to determine whether the UAV has been infiltrated and
is not under someone else’s control; [11] proposed two pri-
vate communication methods that can be used in a mobile
ad hoc network for UAV flight. The security of the wireless
sensor network composed of a UAV swarm also has great
vulnerabilities, such as database security and the security
of the wireless transmission process, which are easily inter-
cepted, cracked, analyzed, and attacked by the enemy.
There are some solutions for UAV communication security
in the existing literature, which are mainly implemented
through physical layer security, secure routing, and security
algorithms.

Physical layer security has studied several technologies to
realize the positive privacy rate of the UAV communication
system, such as artificial noise [12], power control, k-ano-
nymity algorithm for UAV location security [13], flexible
location privacy protection [5], and the construction of pro-
tected areas [14]. Secure routing enables FANET to transmit
information in a more secure routing, such as that based on a
geographic location algorithm [15, 16], based on a multipath
planning algorithm [17, 18], based on a swarm secure routing
protocol algorithm [19], based on a security cryptographic
algorithm [18, 20], and based on an intelligent algorithm
[21]. The security algorithm encrypts data and authenticates
the identity of the UAV to achieve more security of FANET.
For example, the ChaCha20 encryption algorithm and
Poly1305 for encryption authentication have become popu-
lar alternative methods in the industry to perform advanced
encryption (AE) [22].

In addition, the attacker can also forge GPS signals to
deceive the UAV’s GPS, causing the UAV’s navigation sys-
tem or position coordinates to point to an offset position
[23, 24], causing the UAV to fly to the wrong target location,
affecting the efficiency of task completion. However, most of
the existing work focuses on UAV-to-ground systems in a
two-dimensional space, and there is only one communica-
tion model from the ground to the air. The security of the
UAV-UAV (A2A) system in a three-dimensional (3D) space
will be more complicated, because the receiver or eavesdrop-
per works in all directions. At present, the three-dimensional
security model has not been well studied and understood,
leaving an open question. At the same time, because of the

limited computing power of UAVs, most of the existing secu-
rity algorithms have high latency and high computational
complexity. This paper requires a lighter and faster security
strategy to ensure the safety of the UAV swarm system.

3. Preliminaries and System Models

3.1. System Model. After taking off from the ground station,
the UAV swarmmay be disconnected. At this time, the swarm
is divided into several small mission units, and each mission
unit has a leader equipped with higher ability to carry out
complicated calculation and analysis. The leader collects the
information sent by the following UAVs, distributes new
packets, and acts as the mobile ground station. As shown in
Figure 1, a circle of UAVs around the leader is relay nodes
(leader surrounding); they are responsible for collecting the
information sent by the leader and forwarding the data packet
to the peripheral follower. The relay nodes directly communi-
cate with the leader and directly undergo the verification by
the leader, but the relay node needs to verify the identity of
the more peripheral members. Therefore, we allow the leader
UAV to have higher computing power. They are more capable
of processing more complex computing logic than the mem-
ber UAVs that follow. But the computing power of the relay
nodes and peripheral UAV is limited, and in order to save
energy consumption, we require a lighter solution to support
the more frequent authentication process [25, 26].

First of all, in order to prevent the leader from attracting
firepower due to system centralization and to ensure the
security and credibility of the leader’s database, the certain
label issued by the leader needs to be simply symmetrically
encrypted through RC4 to play the role of query protection,
and the key of the symmetrically encrypted plan usually only
need to be XORed once to get the original text without causing
excessive energy consumption; secondly, in order to ensure
data security during the wireless transmission of the entire
system, similar to the work [27, 28], in addition to the certain
label (clabel) used to track the conditions of the information
packet, under this model, we introduce an uncertain label
(ulabel) to allow the UAV to prove its identity [26].

When the relay node receives the data packet sent by the
leader, it needs to decrypt and get the certain label first and
then use the improved SHA-256 scheme to generate the corre-
sponding uncertain label (ulabel) and send it back to the leader
every certain period to verify the identity. At the same time,
the data packet is forwarded to the next hop, which is the
peripheral follower UAV. After the peripheral UAV receives
the data packet, it decrypts the clabels first, then uses the light-
weight SPONGENT-128 scheme to generate an uncertain
label (ulabel), and then transmits it back to the relay nodes
for identification. In the verification process, since the hash
is irreversible, the verifier needs to use the same scheme to
generate a random label for result comparison. If they are
consistent, the verification is passed; otherwise, the system
triggers an alarm.

When the UAV swarm takes off from the ground control
station, it disconnects from the ground station. At this time,
the leading UAV will assign clabel to each member UAV
for real-time tracking and identity verification. Because the
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safety of the leading UAV is of utmost importance, in order
to ensure the safety of the clabel issued, the leading UAV first
processes the clabel with a lightweight stream cipher encryp-
tion scheme and then forwards it. In this way, even if the
enemy breaks through the leading UAV, they cannot know
the accurate clabel, which reduces the probability of the
enemy attacking the leading UAV to a certain extent. Mean-
while, the lightweight encryption scheme will not bring a lot
of energy to the system consumption.

3.2. Stream Cipher. A stream cipher is a common encryption
algorithm based on XOR operation, which only operates one
byte at a time. Stream cipher encryption is a widely used algo-
rithm in lightweight encryption algorithms. It has fast speed
and is convenient for hardware to realize along with the
advantages of less memory and less error propagation. One

of the most representative algorithms is the Rivest Cipher
(RC4) algorithm [29]. Taking into account the energy con-
sumption of UAVs, we use this lightweight encryption algo-
rithm to protect the safety of the clabel, thereby protecting
the safety of the leading UAV.

3.3. SHA-256. SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm) is a series of cryp-
tographic hash functions designed by the National Security
Agency (NSA) and published by the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST), including SHA-1, SHA-224,
and SHA—variants such as SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-
512. It is mainly applicable to the Digital Signature Algorithm
(DSA) defined in the Digital Signature Standard (DSS).
Because the security of SHA-1 has been seriously questioned
because it has been cracked, but the security of the SHA-2 series
can still resist most attacks, considering the impact of the length
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of the hash value and the number of calculation cycles on
energy consumption and UAV, we use the SHA-256 hash algo-
rithm for processing.

3.4. SPONGENT-128. In the existing Internet of Things (IOT)
applications, a hash function with a collision resistance of 280
is acceptable to reduce overhead to the greatest extent in a safe
environment. According to the different construction methods
used in the function design, the design principles of the light-
weight hash functions that have been publicly published can
be divided into three categories: (1) based on permutation
functions, (2) based on block ciphers, and (3) based on mathe-
matical difficulties. We use a lightweight PRESENT-alike block
cipher permutation function SPONGENT-128 [30] to solve the
ulabel generation by high-frequency verification between the
followers.

The domain extension structure used by SPONGENT-128
is the sponge structure, which can compromise encryption
speed, memory requirements, and security by adjusting param-
eters [31]; the internal transformation uses an 8-round block
cipher transformation. Through the three stages of initializa-
tion, absorption, and squeezing, five different output length
example applications can be realized through different combi-
nations of rate and capacity. The sponge structure is mainly

composed of three components: (1) filling function P, (2)mem-
ory state S, and (3) transfer function F. Among them, themem-
ory state S has a total of b bits, including two parts, the data rate
r and the capacity c, and has an output of n bits (n = c). We set
the parameters r = 8, c = 128, n = 128, and b = 128.

4. Random Label and Lightweight Hash-Based
Security Authentication Mechanism Design

The previous section proposes several important models and
definitions in the security encryption model of UAV swarms
based on random labels. This section discusses their specific
design schemes and implementations based on these definitions.

Considering that each UAV is an agent with computing
and decision-making capabilities, the UAV can be considered
the result of multiagent calculation and collaboration. After
takeoff, the leading UAV acts as a mobile ground station and
needs to perform tasks such as information collection and
command, and safety is particularly important. In the entire
process of performing the task, the task of safety certification
mainly includes two aspects: one is the label generation and
verification between the relay node and the peripheral mem-
ber UAV and the other is the member UAV and the leader
UAV label generation and verification. In order to ensure
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Figure 2: Mechanism workflow.
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the safety of the leading UAV and to comply with the UAV’s
energy consumption limits and computing capabilities, two
solutions have been specially introduced to ensure the feasibil-
ity of this model. The flow of this mechanism is discussed in
Figure 2.

4.1. Encrypt the Certain Labels. In this part, we elaborate on
the label processing logic of the UAV swarm system under
the security encryption model based on random labels. After
taking off, the leading UAV will distribute a clabel to followers
in order to ensure the integrity of the surrounding UAVs and
track their location. However, once the clabel is intercepted by
the enemy or the leading UAV is once attacked, the entire
system falls short. Besides, the label runs through the whole
process of completing the task of the entire system. Therefore,
in order to reduce the probability of the enemy attacking the
leading UAV and also reduce the probability of the enemy
intercepting the certain label, we firstly perform a lightweight
encrypt algorithm to enhance the security of UAV data
packets before issuing. Figure 3 is the detailed process of
generating an encrypted label.

4.1.1. Generate Key Stream Seed 1. Given a state vector S,
initialize it and assign 0, 1, 2,⋯, 254,255 to each byte in
ascending order.

4.1.2. Enter the Initial Key. The initial key is defined by our-
selves as any combination of less than 256 bytes and then

filled in circularly until 256 bytes are filled, and then, the final
result obtained is defined as a vector T to generate seed 2.

4.1.3. Disrupt Initial Seed 1. Perform a replacement operation
on the state vector S, starting from the 0th byte and executing
256 times to ensure that each byte is processed.

4.1.4. Generate Key Stream and Encrypt. After the leader
encrypts the label, it starts distributing. After each member
UAV receives it, they start decryption, because the lightweight
encryption scheme we use is symmetric encryption, and the
original text is the same after being XORed twice with the same
key. Thus, knowing the key means knowing the way to the
original text. Of course, the key will be changed regularly so
that malicious ones will not be able to detect the key. Finally,
the original text is obtained, so the encrypted clabel UAV only
needs to use the key stream to XOR one more time to obtain
the original text and then perform subsequent operations.
The relay nodes forward the identification label to the follower
UAVs because they are relatively trustworthy. The complete
process of generating LDPC-based multiuser superimposed
information ciphertext is shown in Algorithm 1.

4.2. Between Leader and Leader Surrounding Relay Nodes.
We focus on the modified SHA-256-based algorithm adapted
to label generation and verification between the leader and
relay nodes in this part.
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In order to prevent the enemy from using the exhaustive
method to crack our encryption method, we made a certain
degree of improvement to SHA-256—intercept a piece of
data in the final message digest Hn and discard it, and then,
fill the discarded data with a random function, and the whole
process would not change the number of bits after SHA-256
encryption. The difficulty of cracking continues to increase
without causing excessive energy consumption.

Under this model, the UAV data packet is enhanced
through twomain processes of label generation and label ver-
ification. The generation and verification of the label are
highly coalesced, and only the labeled data packets need to
be subjected to label verification. By setting the unused bit
area to zero by default, we can distinguish marked data
packets from unmarked data packets, so as to determine
which data packets need to be verified. Data packets that do
not require verification indicate that the UAV does not carry
clabel when it departs from the ground station, and the
system can directly trigger an alarm. Below is the detailed
process of label generation and verification.

4.2.1. Label Generation. To generate a ulabel for the swarm
boils down to the hashing process. In order to simplify the
configuration, we can use the same hash parameter on the
UAV. We let Pktclabel represent the data packet header with
clabel and SampleðPktclabelÞ the bit marked in it, and the
length of which is represented by a 64-bit value. The ulabel
to be generated by the UAV is formulated as follows:

ulabel = Hash Sample Pktclabel
� �� �

, ð1Þ

where Hashð·Þ is the adopted SHA-256 algorithm. We adapt
the SHA-256 algorithm to generate the ulabel for the packet
header of UAV. First, we preprocess the SampleðPktclabelÞ,
which is to add the needed information after the message to
be hashed; second, we generate the massage list and use
logical functions to calculate the message digest. It takes four
steps to completely generate a ulabel: (a) initiating constants,
(b) adding filling bit and length value, (c) calculating the
message digest (the ulabel), and (d) modification.

4.2.2. Initiating Constants. In this algorithm, we use 8 initial
hash values and 64 hash constants. The 8 initial hash values
forming the initial mapping value H0 are shown in Figure 4.

These initial values are the first 32 bits of the decimal part
of the square root of the first 8 prime numbers
(2, 3, 5, 7, 11,13,17,19) in natural numbers. For example, the
decimal part of

ffiffiffi
2

p
is approximately 0.414213562373095048,

and

0:414213562373095048 ≈ 6 × 16−1 + a × 16−2 + 0 × 16−3+⋯:

ð2Þ

So, the first 32 bits of the decimal of
ffiffiffi
2

p
is 0x66a09e667,

that is, the h0. The 64 hash constant values are shown in
Figure 5.

1: Generate key stream seed 1:
2: Given a state vector S, initialize it, and assign 0, 1, 2, ..., 254, 255 to each byte in ascending order;
3: forint i = 0 ; i < 256 ; i + +do
4: S½i� = i;
5: end for
6: Enter the initial key:
7: The initial key is defined as any combination of less than 256 bytes;
8: Fill in circularly until 256 bytes are filled;
9: The final result is defined as a vector T, which is used to generate seed 2;
10: Disrupt the initial seed 1:
11: Perform a replacement operation on the state vector S, starting from the 0th byte, and executing 256 times to ensure that each byte
is processed;
12: j = 0;
13: forint i = 0 ; i < 256 ; i + +do
14: j = ðj + S½i� + T½i�Þ mod 256;
15: swapðS½i�, S½j�Þ;
16: end for
17: Generate key stream and encrypt:
18: i = 0, j = 0;
19: while clabel.length– do
20: i = ði + 1Þ mod 256;
21: j = ðj + S½i�Þ mod 256;
22: swapðS½i�, S½j�Þ;
23: t = ðS½i�, S½j�Þ mod 256;
24: k = S½t�;
25: clabel½� = clabel½�∧k;
26: end while

Algorithm 1: The encryption algorithm of RC4.
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Similar to the 8 initial hash values, these constants are
derived from the first 32 bits of the decimal part of the cube root
of the first 64 prime numbers ð2, 3, 5, 7, 11,13,17,19,23,29⋯ Þ
in natural numbers.

4.2.3. Add Filling Bit and Length Value. Add filling bits to the
end of the SampleðPktclabelÞ so that the remainder of the
SampleðPktclabelÞ length is 448 after modulating 512. The first
additional bit is 1 and then 0, until the length of 512 is
sufficient and the remainder is 448. Then, we get Sample
ðPktclabelÞ1. After that, we append SampleðPktclabelÞ with
SampleðPktclabelÞ1, which gives us the message.

4.2.4. Calculating the Message Digest (ulabel). Since the mini-
mum calculation unit of the algorithm is a 32-bit word, we
break the message into sixteen 32-bit big-endian words W0,
W1,⋯,W15 and other 48 wordsW16,W17,⋯,W63, which
are derived from the following iterative formula, respectively:

Wt = σ1 Wt−2ð Þ +Wt−7 + σ0 Wt−2ð Þ +Wt−16: ð3Þ

For each iteration, as shown in Figure 6, the 8 letters ABC-
DEFGH are updated according to certain rules, and the dark
blue squares are 6 nonlinear logic functions. For the conve-
nience of expression and calculation, we will express these
words as x, y, z, and the functions are shown below.

Ch x, y, zð Þ = x ∧ yð Þ ⊕ x ∧ zð Þ,
Ma x, y, zð Þ = x ∧ yð Þ ⊕ x ∧ zð Þ ⊕ y ∧ zð Þ,

〠
0

xð Þ = S2 xð Þ ⊕ S13 xð Þ ⊕ S22 xð Þ,

〠
1

xð Þ = S6 xð Þ ⊕ S11 xð Þ ⊕ S25 xð Þ,

σ0 xð Þ = S7 xð Þ ⊕ S18 xð Þ ⊕ S3 xð Þ,
σ1 xð Þ = S17 xð Þ ⊕ S19 xð Þ ⊕ S10 xð Þ:

ð4Þ

The red blocks stand for the operation of mod 232 addi-
tion, which means when the adding result is greater than 232,

you must divide it by 232 and find the remainder. The initial
values of ABCDEFGH are Hi−1ð0Þ,Hi−1ð1Þ,Hi−1ð2Þ,⋯,Hi−1
ð7Þ. For each iteration, let Kt denote the key over the t-th iter-
ation, corresponding to the 64 constants wementioned before,
and Wt is the t-th word this block generates. The original
message is cut into fixed-length 512-bit blocks; for each block,
64 words are generated, and the eight letters ABCDEFGH are
cyclically encrypted by repeatedly running the cycle n times.
The eight characters generated in the last loop are the hash
string Hn corresponding to the nth block, which is the last
256-bit message digest. The above algorithm of the iteration
process is presented in Algorithm 2.

4.2.5. Modification

(1) Use the interception function to intercept the
encrypted ciphertext ðHnÞ, and intercept the number
ð0 < number < 32Þ digits from the beginning number
ð0 < benninnumber < 32Þ position to obtain the pass-
word A, where A = leftðSHA − 256ðpasswordÞ,
beginnumber − 1Þ

(2) Use the intercept function to intercept the value B
of the number digits of the encrypted plaintext,
where B = rightðSHA − 256ðclabelÞ, SHA − 256 −
digit − ðbeginnumber + number − 1ÞÞ
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Figure 5: The hash constant value of SHA-256.
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Figure 6: The iteration process of SHA-256.

1: fori from0 to 63do
2: Logical function operation:
3: S0 = (A rightrotate 2) ∧(A rightrotate 13) ∧(a rightrotate 22);
4: Ma = (A and B) ∧(A and C) ∧(B and C);
5: t2 = S0 + Ma;
6: S1 = (E rightrotate 6) ∧(E rightrotate 11) ∧(E rightrotate 25);
7: Ch = (E and F) ∧((not E) and G);
8: t1 = h + S1 + Ch + K½i� +W½i�;
9: Update each word:
10: H=G;
11: G=F;
12: F=E;
13: E = D + t1;
14: D = C;
15: C = B;
16: B = A;
17: A = t1 + t2;
18: Add the hash output of the message block to the existing hash output:
19: h0 = h0 + A;
20: h1 = h1 + B;
21: h2 = h2 + C;
22: h3 = h3 + D;
23: h4 = h4 + E;
24: h5 = h5 + F;
25: h6 = h6 + G;
26: h7 = h7 + H;
27: Output the final hash value (big-endian):
28: digest = hash = h0 append h1 append h2 append h3 append h4 append h5 append h6 append h7;
29:end for
30: return digest;

Algorithm 2: The iterative algorithm of SHA-256.
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(3) Use the random function genkeyðnumberÞ to fill in the
value of the intercepted number; the converted pass-
word value is encryptpassword = A&getkeyðnumberÞ
&B

From the above, we get the final message digest (ulabel).
This process randomly hashes the input to the output, which
makes reverse engineering using input-output pairs difficult.

4.3. Label Verification. The authentication between the leader
and relay nodes will seem successful as long as the following
two conditions are met: first, the data packet comes from the
correct front-hop node (UAV) and second, the data packet
should carry the correct ulabel generated by the UAV.

(1) The leader UAV verifies whether the clabel of themem-
ber UAV is correct, and if correct, it indicates that the
data packet comes from the correct previous hop node

(2) The leader UAV also generates an Hn according to
the received clabel and then intercepts the first half
from the beginning number to get A′, and the second
half gets B′ and then reads the A and B parts of the
password from the database, and finally if A = A′
and B = B′, it is considered that the password entered
by the user matches the password in the database,
indicating that ulabel′ = ulabel, and the verification
is passed. Otherwise, the label verification fails and
the UAV triggers an alarm

4.4. Among Followers. We focus on the lightweight
SPONGENT-128-based algorithm adapted to label genera-
tion and verification among the followers in this part.

4.4.1. Label Generation. After the follower UAV receives the
clabel encrypted by the leader, it first decrypts the RC4 to
obtain the original clabel. Because the lightweight encryption
scheme we use is symmetric encryption, the original text is
obtained by XORing the plaintext with the same key twice,

so the encrypted clabel UAV only needs to use the keystream
to XOR once again to get the original text.

The encryption process of the hash function using the
sponge structure can be finished through three stages [30, 32]:

Initialization Phase. The b-bit memory state S is initial-
ized to all 0 s, and the plaintext message clabel is filled with
the filling function P. As shown in Figure 7, the specific
method is to first add 1 after the message, and then, add a
sufficient number of 0 s, so that the number of bits of the
message after filling is exactly r an integer multiple (for
example, when the message has 57 bits and r = 8, the filled
content should be “1000000”).

Absorbing Phase. The filled message will be divided into r
message blocks (mi). The message block is XORed to the
rightmost r-bit position of state S, which forms part of the
hash output. Each time the r-bit message is XORed with
the first r-bit of S, then the entire S is converted by F to obtain
the new state and then repeat the above steps (absorption),
until all the filled messages are absorbed.

F conversion: Fb
2 ⟶ Fb

2. It is an R-round block cipher
conversion of the input b-bit state. sBoxLayerb and pLayerb
describe how the state evolves. lCounterbðiÞ is the state of
the LFSR at time i that depends on b. It generates an integer
constant for round i and adds it to the rightmost bit of the
state. lCounterbðiÞ′ is the value of lCounterbðiÞ, whose bit
order is reversed and added to the leftmost bit of the state.
Generally speaking, sBoxLayerb means to use a 4-bit to 4-
bit S-box: F4

2 ⟶ F4
2, distributed and operated b/4 times. S-

box (substitution-box) is the basic structure of the symmetric
key algorithm [33] to perform substitution calculation. The
state of S-box is shown in Figure 8.

Besides, pLayerb means to move j in S state to position
PbðjÞ:

Pb jð Þ =
j · b

4 mod b − 1 , if j ∈ 0,⋯, b − 2f g,
b − 1, if j = b − 1:

8<
: ð5Þ

F F F F F F

m0

r

c

m1 m2 m3 h1 h2

h3

Absorbing Squeezing

Figure 7: Absorbing and squeezing phases of spongy structure.
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Figure 8: The state of S-box.
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lCounterb is one of the three log2R bit linear feedback
shift registers (LFSR). The initial value assigned to the regis-
ter is called the “seed”, because the operation of LFSR is
deterministic, so the data flow generated by the register is
completely determined by the current or previous state of
the register. Moreover, since the state of the register is lim-
ited, it will definitely end up in a repeated loop. However,
through primitive polynomials, LFSR can generate seemingly
random sequences with very long cycles. Shift registers are
simple in structure and fast in operation. Most practical key
stream generators are based on shift registers, and shift regis-
ter theory has become the basis of modern stream cryptosys-
tems. In this scheme, the LFSR is recorded every time the S
state is used, and its final value is 1. Let ζ denote the unit root
in the corresponding binary finite field. The SPONGENT-
128 we use has the original trinomial ζ7 + ζ6 + 1 7-bit LFSR,
which is initialized to “1111010.”

Squeezing Phase. After all the messages are absorbed, the
first r bits of S are output. If the number of digits to be output
is n > r, then continue to perform F transformation on S and
then output the first r bits of S and so on until the total num-
ber of digit output reaches n bit.

4.4.2. Label Verification. Because the followers are semi-
trusted to us, we need to authenticate the follower at a higher
frequency. This authentication is verified by the relay node
according to SPONGENT-128 to verify the ulabel returned
by the follower. If the result is the same as the returned one
and if they are consistent, the follower is credible. If they
are inconsistent, the relay node will trigger an alarm.

In summary, after taking off, the leader first performs RC4
encryption to the clabel and then distributed them to the relay
nodes, and the relay nodes forward to the peripheral member
UAV followers to ensure the security of the database; after the
relay node decrypts the clabel, they adapt SHA-256 to generate
ulabels and are verified by the leader every certain period to
ensure the safety of relay nodes during the flight; after receiv-
ing the forwarded clabels, followers adapt SPONGENT-128 to
generate ulabels to finish the verification cycle faster, and the
ulabel sent back to the relay node for verification indicates that
its identity guarantees the safety of the peripheral member
UAVs; the security of the information in the wireless trans-
mission process is protected through two hash schemes, and
there is no too much additional energy consumption.

Therefore, our proposed scheme enables the inside of the
UAV swarm to use labels that may be unknown to the
attacker to mark the data packet header. In addition, the
labeling strategy is synchronized between the leading UAV
and the following UAV for data packet verification. If a mali-
cious UAV attacker manipulates a follower UAV, it must
forge the correct label to avoid verification.

4.5. Safety Analysis. This part analyzes the security model
proposed in this paper from mainstream attack methods
such as traditional attacks and differential attacks.

4.5.1. Security Assumptions. Cryptography has defined three
security assumptions about hash functions. If a hash function
satisfies the following three assumptions, such a hash func-
tion can be considered safe [34]:

(i) The original image having stable assumption: choose
output value h arbitrarily, and make HðMÞ = h by
finding a message string M which is infeasible

(ii) The second preimage firm assumption: given a mes-
sage stringM, find another message string Z to make
H ðMÞ =HðZÞ which is infeasible

(iii) Assumption of collision stability: it is infeasible to
find any two message strings M and Z such that H
ðMÞ =H ðZÞ.

4.5.2. Traditional Attack. From the perspective of attack
principles, traditional attacks do not use the structure of
the hash function and any weak algebraic properties and
are only affected by the length of the hash value. Therefore,
the most effective way to resist traditional attacks is that the
hash value must have sufficient length. The SHA-256 used
in this paper uses a 256-bit hash value, and its magnitude
is 2128 ≈ 3:4 ∗ 1038, and it takes several million years to
find a collision [7].

According to the literature [30], for the verification
between the relay node and the UAV, it can be seen that
the domain extension structure of the sponge structure has
good safety performance in a large-scale and lightweight
environment. Therefore, this paper adopts the domain exten-
sion structure of SPONGENT-128 verifying the integrity
between UAVs and analyzing the cost of mainstream attack
types to break this scheme:

(1) The range of costs to be paid for a collision attack is

min 2n/2, 2c/2
� �

: ð6Þ

(2) The range of costs to be paid for the preimage attack
is

min 2n, 2c, max 2 n−Rð Þ/2, 2c/2
n on o

: ð7Þ

(3) The range of costs to be paid for the second preimage
attack is

min 2n, 2c/2
� �

: ð8Þ

Table 1: The ability of SPONGENT-128 against differential attack.

Rounds ASN Maximum difference probability

5 10 2−22

10 29 2−68
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Set the main parameters in the sponge structure: output
digits n = 128, memory state digits b = 136, capacity c = 128,
data rate r = 8, and output digits in the extrusion stage R =
8, so the solution in this paper resists traditional attacks.
The capabilities are as follows:

(i) Collision attack resistance: 264

(ii) Preimage attack resistance: 2120

(iii) The second preimage attack resistance: 264

4.5.3. Differential Attack. Differential attack is currently one
of the most effective methods to decipher the iterative hash
function. The basic method is to use the impact of the input
difference of the plaintext on the output difference and use
the high probability of inheritance or elimination of the dif-
ference to produce the final same output [35]. The safety of
a hash function ultimately depends on whether the overall
collision of the function can be found. Because the SHA-
256 algorithm has an iterative structure, according to the ava-
lanche effect of the iterative algorithm, as the number of
rounds increases, the corresponding overall collision com-
plexity will be sharply ascending; this makes it very difficult
to find the overall collision. Until now, the existing attacks
have not been able to find a SHA-256 overall collision.
Through the analysis of the Chabaud-Joux attack on SHA-
256, a partial collision of SHA-256 was found, with a com-
plexity of 266 [7], but an overall collision of SHA-256 could

not be found, so the SHA-256 algorithm can also resist exist-
ing differential attacks.

For a hash function with a sponge structure, its ability to
resist differential attacks is directly determined by its internal
transformation. In order to find the upper bound of the inter-
nal transformation’s ability to resist differential attacks, the
general method used is to find the number of minimum
differential active S-boxes (ASN) in the encryption process.
For the SPONGENT-128 used in this paper, the experimen-
tal results of the proponent of the scheme cited in this paper
[30] are shown in Table 1.

5. Simulation Experiment and Result Analysis

In view of the fact that there is no platform that supports
UAV swarm simulation, we tested and analyzed a variety of
popular simulation platforms and chose OMNeT++ as the
UAV flight simulation test environment. OMNeT++ is a
modular, component-based C++ simulation library and
framework, mainly used to build network simulators.
OMNeT++ can be used for free in noncommercial simula-
tions such as academic institutions and teaching. OMNeT+
+ itself is a simulation framework, and there is no model
for network protocols such as IP or HTTP. There are several
external frameworks for the main computer network simula-
tion models. The most commonly used one is INET, which
provides various network protocols and technologies of
various models, such as IPv6 and BGP.
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Figure 9: OMNeT++ simulation interface.
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The UAV simulation test platform is composed of three
main modules: communication module, computing module,
and mobile module. The communication module is based on
the INET framework, in which the physical layer uses the
radio model and the medium model, the data link layer uses
the ad hoc-based 802.11 protocol, the routing protocol uses
the OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing) protocol, and the
transmission protocol uses the UDP protocol. As shown in
Figure 9, the calculation module performs related calcula-
tions and the operation of the two hash algorithms based
on the information obtained by various sensors and provides
different functions for the cluster nodes. For example, each
node simulates the equipped geographic information sensor
by reading its coordinate location information. The mobile
module is based on the mobile model of INET and has been
redesigned and implemented according to the UAV forma-
tion requirements. This module can simulate the waypoint
flight mode of the UAV.

We compare the security model based on the hash chain
[36] and the security model based on the hash-lock protocol
[37] with the scheme proposed in this paper in terms of
throughput, delay, and security to verify the scheme proposed
in this paper on security and performance. In order to better
evaluate and compare the security of these protocols, an attack
program is added here to simulate an attacker’s attack on the
protocol. This paper simulates several common network
attacks. We call the generation and authentication functions
in the file/hash.cc. OMNeT++ processes the arriving data
packets by calling the generation function in ProcessPacketð·Þ
and forwards the processed data packets by calling the verifica-
tion function in PacketCallbackð·Þ. The following is an analysis
of the simulation results.

5.1. Statistics of the Number of Successful Attacks. With 1000
seconds as a time node, the number of attacks of the three
models at each time node is counted, as shown in Figure 10.
It can be seen that the security model based on the hash-lock

and hash chain is almost linearly distributed, basically every
unit of time can be successfully attacked, and the security
scheme based on the hash-lock protocol is based on the
security of the hash chain after 4 s. After 8 s, the number of
successful attacks on the scheme has increased at a faster rate,
indicating that as long as the attack continues for a long time,
these two schemes have great security risks.

The encryption scheme proposed in this paper, with the
increase in time, has basically remained stable in the probabil-
ity of successfully resisting common attacks. Compared with
the other two schemes, the curve trend is relatively flat and
there is no obvious growth trend. Therefore, the ability to
resist common attacks always maintains advantages and has
good security. Moreover, in the first four seconds of the simu-
lation, the scheme proposed in this paper can completely resist
the attack behavior, and it is quite effective for the UAV cluster
with high real-time and mobility to resist the invasion of
attackers.

5.2. Throughput and Delay. We compare the delay and
throughput of the solution that does not use any security
solution, the security model based on the hash chain, the
security model based on hash-lock, and the solution that uses
the security model of this paper.

As shown in Figure 11, for the throughput, it can be seen
that when the number of packet lengths is small (64, 128
bytes), the security scheme has a greater impact on through-
put, because the label length accounts for a larger proportion
of the packet length with a security label. So it will reduce the
throughput of the system, but when the packet length is
longer (256, 512, and 1024), the throughput of the four
schemes is not much different, so the security scheme is more
suitable for data packets containing more data. The applica-
tion scenario is the scenario with a large packet length, and
the UAV will carry a large amount of data. Therefore, the
security scheme proposed in this paper does not have much
impact on the throughput while ensuring the security of the
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system. As shown in Figure 12, for the delay, in order to facil-
itate observation and analysis, we ignored some inevitable
jitter and focused on mainstream delay. As shown in the
figure, the average delay of the security model based on the
hash chain and hash-lock is higher than that of the solution
proposed in this paper, and the delay of the security model
proposed in this paper is not much different from that of
the normal mode, only an increase of about 0.15ms. From
this aspect, it also illustrates the feasibility and low latency
of the program.

5.3. Feasibility. While improving the security and robustness
of the system, we also examine the distribution of uncertain
labels, which significantly reduces the possibility of an attacker
accurately predicting uncertain labels through random guess-
ing. Because if the distribution is biased towards certain labels,
the attacker is likely to use these labels to improve the predic-
tion success rate. From Figure 13, we can see that the uncertain
labels generated by the UAV have approximately normal dis-
tribution, which well limits the range of the attacker’s random
inference.
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We used a 10-digit uncertain label and considered 5000
other packets in the same stream.We expect the average num-
ber of labels to appear as 5000/210 = 4:9. When this expected
value is reached and the number of occurrences is 4, the above
two distributions reach their peaks. The above results show
that the model proposed in this paper will not cause the
attacker to continue to speculate on our label, nor will it issue
wrong labels. After all, whenever it detects a packet with an
incorrect label, it will alert the system. In addition, constantly
refreshing the custom key also helps invalidate the attacker’s
inference.

6. Conclusions

Based on the previous work, our mechanism greatly reduces
statistical inference. The SHA-256 algorithm and
SPONGENT-128 are used to generate the ulabel of the
UAV message header, which ensures that the system does
not increase a large amount of energy consumption, while
the safety is greatly improved. Since the current UAV sup-
ports thousands of [38] rule updates per second, we regularly
update the UAV’s custom key and the label authentication
rules with the leader.

Finally, we proposed the situation where an attacker
invaded the UAV swarm performing military missions and
proposed a random labeling mechanism solution. This mech-
anism enables the UAV swarm system tomark packet headers
that are difficult for attackers to infer and guess. The labeling
strategy is to conduct swarm authentication through collabo-
ration across the leader UAV, relay nodes, and member
UAVs. If an attacker manipulates a damaged UAV to try to
enter the system, it must forge the correct label to avoid veri-
fication, and our mechanism restricts the attacker to random
guesses. In addition, this paper uses OMNeT++ to implement
a security authentication mechanism based on random labels
for large-scale UAV swarms. The experimental results show
that, in terms of throughput, delay, feasibility, etc., the scheme
proposed in this paper can achieve accurate inspection with
reasonable cost and ensure the safety of the system.
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